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MOTTO

The Meaning:
“Siapa yang beriman kepada Allah dan hari akhir, hendaklah ia
berkata yang baik atau ia diam.” (HR. Al-Bukhari no. 6475)1
“Whoever believes in Allah and the last day let him say good or be
quiet.” (HR. Al-Bukhari no. 6475).
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This research analyzes the hate speech used in social media Instagram.
Background of this thesis because so many hate speech words that used in social
media by people today they are do not know the meaning when using it. The
material of this research is the word of comments on Donald Trump Instagram
Photos. The purpose of this research are (1) to find out type of hate speech words
on Comments Donald Trump‟s Instagram Photos Semantics Study (2) to find out
the lexical and contextual meaning of hate speech words (3) to find out the effect
of hate speech comments. The writer uses hate speech theory by Committee on
the Elimination of Racial Discrimination that discuss about types of hate speech,
and that discuss about kinds of meanings semantic theory by Kreidler and
Supported by Abdul Chaer, Charles W Kreidler, and JD Parera, that discuss about
the effect of hate speech comments theory by Alexander Brown. This research is
library research that used qualitative research method to analyze the data. This
research also used documentation technique to get the data. The research data
obtained from the primary data from Insatgram account of Donald Trump‟s. The
result of this research shows the data based on the formulation of problem. They
are (1), there are two types of hate speech; expression of insult and ridicule or
slander that used in the commentary of Donald Trump‟s Instagram Photos. (2),
there are two kinds of meaning; lexical meaning and contextual meaning. (3),
there is the effect of hate speech comments; the reaction of the reader or audience.

Keywords: types of hate speech, kinds of meanings, effect of hate speech.

ABBREVIATION

ADL: Anti Defamation League
F*ck: Fuck
F***: Fuck
KBBI:Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia
KOMNAS HAM: Komisi Nasional Hak Asasi Manusia
KUHP: Kitab Undang Undang Hukum Pidana
MAGA: Make America Great Again
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

A. Background of the Problem
Language is foremost a means of communication, and communication
almost always takes place within some sort of social context. This is why
effective communication requires an understanding and recognition of the
connection between a language and the people who use it.2 It means that
language is a tool the easiest communication to use because language already
has humans since childhood. According to Victoria Fromkin language is a
system that relates sounds or gestures to meanings. 3 Its means that by using
language people can understand the thoughts and feelings of another person,
in addition people can also express the contents of the thoughts and feeling.
In this research the writer analyzes the linguistics field. The writer chooses
the semantics to learn about meaning by using semantics analysis. Semantics
is the systematic study of meaning. Sometimes in communication the hearer
feels difficult to understand the meaning of the speaker. Kreidler states that
semantics is the knowledge (from the point of view of the individual who
speaks and hears other speaking), or description (from a linguistics point of
view) of meaningful units words and meaningful combination of words like
sentences.4 According to Yule states that semantic is the study of the meaning
of words, phrases, and sentences.5 It means that in semantic analysis, there is
always an attempt to focus on what the words conventionally means on a
particular occasion. The function of the language most commonly used by
users of language is communication.

2

Julie S. Amberg, Deborah J. Vause. (2009). Introduction: what is language? New York:
Cambridge University Press. p.2
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California. p.324
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5
George Yule. (1998). The Study of Language. New York: Cambridge University Press.
p.3
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Communication is delivery process by communicator to communicant by
channel or media that makes certain effect.6 Communication by using
language basically can be performed by two ways; oral and written. One
example of communication written that famous in our life today is form as
speeches in the social media is instagram, and this research will discuss about
hate speech in the comments from instagram account. Holmes explains that
people choose their words carefully according to whom they are talking to.7
The words they use to express it is whatever they might be, it can be
judgment, praise or hate speech. The writer found so many hate speech uses
in column comment on Donald Trump‟s instagram photos like term “fuck”.
When someone talks about speech, sometimes some professions require
the people to do speech well in front of some people as teacher, sales or a tour
and guide but sometimes some situations claim the people to speech well too.
In giving speech someone must constantly make choices of many different
kinds: what they want to say, how they want to say it, and the specific
sentence types, words, and sounds that best unite the what with the how.8
Speech can be also called a key to get the success for some people but it
depends on ourselves when we do a speech itself,whether the speech gives a
negative or positive impact for somebody who is doing the speech.
Hate speech could mean something like speech or other expressive
conduct which insult or degrades or defames or negatively stereotypes or
incites hatred, discrimination or violence against persons or groups of persons
based on their race or religion or sexual orientation or gender identity or
disability and which is intimately connected with feelings, emotions or
attitudes of hate or contempt or despisement.9 Social media is a trending topic
now. The term social media is defined as the application that allows users to
converse and interact with each other; to create, edit and share new forms of
6

Onong Uchjana Effendy. (2003). Ilmu, Teori dan Filsafat Komunikasi. Bandung: Citra
Aditya Bakti.
7
Haryanto. (2008). A Pragmatic Analysis of Praise Expression Used in English Love
Songs. Muhammadiyah: University of Surakarta. p.3
8
Ronald Wardaugh. (2006). An Introduction to Sociolinguistics. Australia: Blackwell
Publishing Fifth edition. p.260
9
Alexander Brown. (2017). What Is Hate Speech? Part 2: Family Resemblances.
University of East Anglia (UEA). p.4
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textual, visual and audio content, and to categorize, label and recommend
existing forms of content.10 One example of social media is instagram.
Instagram is mobile photo and video capturing and sharing service, has
quickly emerged as a new medium in spotlight in the recent years. It provides
users an instantaneous way to capture and share their life moments with
friends through a series of filter manipulated pictures and video.11
The writer chooses hate speech in social media to be analyzes in this thesis
because there are unique and interesting. The writer sees everyone has their
own words to show their expressions of hatred and today that was popular
used in our life especially in the social media like instagram, facebook and
twitter so it is why the writer is interested in doing this research. The object of
this study is instagram account of Donald Trump‟s and the data that will be
discussed taken from comments of netizen in his post based on hate speech in
from slur and vilify. The writer takes Donald Trump‟s account and his post as
the research object because Donald Trump is an influential person and not a
few people hate him, there are many comments in the form of insult and the
vilify that were raised by the netizen in his comment column. Donald Trump
in full Donald John Trump was born on June 14 1946, New York City.
Donald John Trump is the 45th and current President of the United States
2017. Before entering politics, he was a businessman and television
personality.12 His instagram account @realdonaldtrump has 4.946 posts
14.4m followers and 8 followed.13 From the comments of Donald Trump post
itself the writer found so many hate speeches.
The writer is interested in analyzing the hate speech word for some
reasons. First, hate speech is very easy to find on social media like twitter,

10

Amanka. R. O. (2016). The Impact of Social Media on Student Academic Life in Higher
Education.GLOBAL JOURNAL OF HUMAN-SOCIAL SCIENCE : G LINGUISTICS &
EDUCATION. p.16
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Analysis of Instagram Photo Content and User Types. Department of Computer Science: Arizona
State University.
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Donald Trump Biography.(2018).Retrieved from www.Biography.com on April 16,
2018.
13
President Donald John Trump instagram. Retrieved from
https://www.instagram.com/realDonaldTrump on October 9, 2018.
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facebook, and instagram. The writer chose instagram because the writer only
has instagram account and instagram is popular today. Secondly many people
used hate speech to express the form of feeling and each person is different in
the form of the word they make so it makes it interesting. Third, hate speech
can make bad reputation for someone. On social media, people feel freedom
in terms of arguing and criticizing someone who is considered not to break
the law and safe because there is no physical contact with other people,
nowadays people prefer to say something about someone on social media
rather than to meet in person. Some people even have several social media
accounts which are used to spread hatred toward others. That makes people
believe that there are some people who participate in supporting this action.14
From August 2015 to July 2016, the ADL found 2.6 million tweets with
anti-Semitic language. Of those, nearly 20.000 tweets were directed at 50.000
journalists in the U.S, with more than two thirds of the tweets sent by 1.600
twitter accounts. Words that appear frequently in the profiles of these twitter
accounts Trump. This turbulent election season has fanned the flames of
racism, xenophobia, homophobia, sexism and bigotry. Hate speech that
typically resides in the dark recesses of the internet has bubbled into the
mainstream and into twitter, a popular online hangout for journalist and
politicians such as trump, who has millions of followers there. 15 Online media
and social media have a large share in political stability, especially in the
elections.16 Newsweek article from 1998 in which Tamar Jacoby uses the
term „hate speech‟ in discussing the merits of university regulations designed
to curb discriminatory harassment on university campuses (campus speech
codes).17 The spread of online hate speech on popular social media platforms
has received increasing attention in the U.S media, particularly as a
consequence of Donald Trump‟s political rise. Citing a “massive rise” in
14

La Shel Shaw. (2012). Hate Speech in Cyberspace: Bitterness without Boundaries. Notre
Dame Journal of Law Ethics & Public Policy Issue 1 Symposium on Censorship & the
Media.Vol.25
15
Massive rise in hate speech on twitter during presidential election
https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.usatoday.com/amp
16
Eriyanto. (2011). Analisis Framin: Konstruksi, Ideologi, dan Politik Media. Yogyakarta:
LkiS Group.
17
Tamar Jacoby. (1998). Time to outlaw Racial Slurs? New Questions About Protecting
Hateful Speech. Newsweek. June 6.
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online hate speech, media reports suggest that Trump‟s divisive campaign
and subsequent election legitimized extremist ideologies popularizing hostile
message that were once relegated to the dark corners of the internet.18 Hate
speech did not arise with the emergence of digital media, there is also no
doubt that digital media is a highly effective tool for spreading hate speech to
large parts of the population. Because of the wide catchment area, speech that
otherwise would have been considered extreme by most, gets the appearance
of being universal, for example, through networks and communities
mobilizing people to press ”like”.19
Let us see some examples of hate speech used in comments instagram
Donald Trump‟s photos:
Ilivhsarehside: Fuuk off u only made America worse. (DT.782)

The sentence above, the term fuck is the example of hate speech comment
type of expression insult used on Donald Trump‟s instagram photos. The
lexical meaning of term fuck is have sex with; act of having sex (Oxford
Learner‟s Pocket Dictionary p.178). In term of fuck not only have sex with;
act of having sex but in the contextual meaning has different meaning. The
contextual meaning of the term fuck itself is someone very bad. And the
effect of hate speech it can make readers feel angry and respond. In this
research, the writer would like to analyze hate speech that happened in the
comments on Donald Trump‟s instagram photos. Finally, based on the
reasons above, the writer will analyze this research entitled “Hate Speech
Comments on Donald Trump’s Instagram Photos Semantics Study”.

B. Formulation of the Problem
Based on the background of the problems above, the writer makes the
formulations of the problems are arranged as follows:
1.

What types of hate speech are used in comments on Donald Trump‟s
Instagram Photos?

18

J.Guyun. Massive rise in hate speech on twitter during presidential election.
https://www.google.com/amp/s/amp.usatoday.com/amp
19
Hate Speech and Hate Crime. (2015). The Equality and Anti Discrimination Ombud;s
Report.
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2.

What are the kinds of meanings of hate speech that use in comments
on Donald Trump‟s Instagram Photos?

3.

What is the effect of hate speech words to the readers?

C. Limitation of the Problem
The writer limits the problem in this research to avoid the broadness in
analyzing data. Consequently, this thesis concerns on social media instagram.
The writer chooses three photos of the account instagram Donald Trump‟s
would be analyzed. In this research the writer only focuses about hate speech
in form comments of netizen. The writer focuses on the types of hate speech
which has three categories: inciting hatred, expression insult, and ridicule or
slander of person. From those categories, the writer limits the data just two
categories of expression insult and ridicule or slander of person to be
analyzed. The writer will take the data from the commentaries of netizen in
the Donald Trump‟s instagram photos by capturing. In kinds of meanings the
writer only focuses on lexical and contextual meaning from hate speech
words used in the sentence. And to the effect of hate speech the writer only
focuses on the reaction of reader.

D. Purpose of the Research
Based on limitation of problems above, the purpose of this research are:
1.

To know the types of hate speech are used in comments on Donald
Trump‟s Instagram Photos.

2.

To know the kinds of meanings of hate speech that usein comments on
Donald Trump‟s Instagram Photos.

3.

To know the effect of hate speech words to the readers.

E. Significant of the Research
In this research, the writer would like to find out the conflicts are faced the
comments netizen on online sites that use hate speech. The writer hopes this
research will develop the strategies to solve the conflict, writing ability and
give additional information and knowledge to the writer and the readers,
especially to the student and lectures English Literature Department who

6

wants to analyze the same title. The writer hopes this research will make
other people easier to identify the conflict and can add insight to the reader of
the use of hate speech in instagram, and also add repertoire science in the
field of linguistics.

7

CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

A. Hate Speech
Hate speech is a definition for action crimes related to swear words,
insult against individuals or groups on the basis of race, sex, sexual
orientation, ethnicity and religion. Where the act is a form of humiliation
creates an atmosphere of hostility, intimidation and part of pollution.20
According to Willian B. Fisch give a definition of hate speech of
incitement to hatred against groups or individuals on the basis of race, sex
and sexual orientation, ethnic and religion. According to him very closely
with the meaning in International Covenant on Civil and Political Right in
1996 article Number 20 verse 2 concerning state prohibitions to advocate for
racial hatred and religion which is incitement to discrimination, and gives rise
hostility and violence.21
According to Alexander Brown the term hate speech is not only used for
words, written or verbal expressions, but includes the whole will of one‟s
expressions includes symbols, image, gestures, music, moving images or
other actions commonly used for expressing the will that has meaning. 22
According to the Anne Brigitte hate speech is degrading, threatening,
harassing or stigmatizing speech which affects an individual‟s or a group
dignity, reputation and status in society by means of linguistic and visual
effects that promote negative feelings, attitudes and perceptions based on
characteristic such as ethnicity, religion, gender, disability sexual orientation,
gender expression, gender identity and age.23
There are three forms of hateful speech that mentioned in committee on
the elimination of racial discrimination the form are incitement to hatred,
20

Susan Brison. (1998). The Autonomy Defense of Free Speech. Chicago Journals. The
University of Chicago Vol.108 p.313
21
Fisch, Willian B. (2002). Hate Speech in the Constitutional Law of the United States. The
American Journal of Comparative Law Vol.50. American Society of Comparative Law. p.463
22
Alexander Brown. (2015). Hate Speech Law, a Philosophical Examination. New York:
Routledge. p.5
23
Anne Birgitte Nilsen‟s. (2014). Definition of “Hate Speech” in the book: Hatred.
Cappelen Damm Oslo. p.104
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expression insult, and ridicule or slander of person or group. From some
explanations about the speech of hatred above, the writer concludes that hate
speech is an act of communication that is done by a person or group against
individuals or other groups because of distance in the individual.
To better understand the contextualization of discriminative behaviors,
including hate speech, and their possible consequences if normalized, the
Anti-Defamation League has developed the pyramid of hate tool. From the
pyramid of hate tool above the reader can see the level of act discrimination
behavior which included hate speech there. Besides, the reader can know the
consequences of each level from the pyramid itself. The position of hate
speech focuses that the writer discusses in this thesis is at two levels, in the
form slurs and ridicule. Hate speech can be conveyed through the various
media: for example through campaigns politic, banners, religious lectures,
printed and electronic mass media, and that at this time often occurs is
through social media networks such as facebook, twitter, and instagram.

B. Types of Hate Speech
Hate Speech 2013 describes in detail the type of speech to be
criminalized:24
1.

Incitement to hatred
The meaning of inciting is to arouse people‟s hearts to be angry
and essence of incitement is an attempt by someone to move others
to do certain action usually desired by agitators. The concept of
incitement to racial hatred is self explanatory. Some of the means
used have been cited above; others include written and printed
propaganda, spoken words used in public meetings and other public
places.25

2.

Expression of insult

24

Hate Speech and Hate Crime. Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination:
General recommendation No. 35. (2013). Combating racist hate speech. (CERD/C/GC/35) United
Nations: International Convention on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination.
25
Incitement to racial Hatred: Issue and Analysis. (1982). Occasional Paper No.1
Australian: Government Canberra.
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Insult includes behavior or discourse, oral or written, which is
perceived, experienced, constructed, and at times intended as
slighting, humiliating, or offensive. Insult can be verbal, consisting
of mocking invective, cutting remarks, negative stereotypes,
rudeness, or straight swearing. Insult involves two parties, a
perpetrator and a target, and possibly an audience. There can be no
insult without a perpetrator or an insulted party. 26
3.

Ridicule or slander of person
Generally defamation requires that the publication be false and
without the consent of the allegedly defamed person. Words or
pictures are interpreted according to common usage and in the
context of publication. Injury only to feelings is not defamation;
there must be loss of reputation. The defamed person need not be
named but must be ascertainable. A class of persons is considered
defamed only if the publication refers to all its members particularly
if the class is very small or if particular members are specially
imputed.
For historical reason, defamation can be divided into the
following categories Libel and Slander.27 Characteristics of
defamation the statement must be defamatory, the said statement
must refer to the plaintiff, the statement must be published,
communicated to at least one person other than the claimant.

Based on the explanations above it can be concluded that there are three
kinds hate speech they are incitement to hatred, expression insult, and ridicule
or slander of person.The writer will use two of them, that is expression of
insult and ridicule or slander of person. The writer will use this theory to find
out the types of hate speech words comments used in Donald Trump‟s
instagram photos semantics study.

C. Semantics
26

Yiannis Gabriel. (2014). An introduction to the social psychology of insult in
organizations. Human Relations: Vol.51
27
Defamation. (2007). Encyclopaedia Britannica Inc U.S.
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Semantics is the study of the meaning of words, phrase and sentences.
Thus, it means semantics is a part of linguistics studying about the meaning
of language. According to Kreidler semantics is the systematic study of
meaning and linguistic semantics is the study of how language organizes and
express meanings.28 Its means that, meaning in linguistic semantic was very
needed for u to limit ourselves to the expression of meanings in a single
language. Charles said there were three disciplines were concerned with the
systematic study of meaning itself, there are: psychology, philosophy and
linguistics. It means psychologist interest in how individual humans learn,
how they retain, recall or loss information. Philosophies of language were
concerned with how people know, how any particular fact that people know
or accept as true was related to other possible facts. And then systematic
study of meaning is about linguistics, linguistics want to know how language
works.
The writer understands that the meaning of a word is fully reflected by
the context. The meaning of the word is constituted by the contextual
relations. Therefore, a distinction between of participation as well as modes
of participation was made. In order to, accomplish this distinction any part of
sentence that bears a meaning and combines with the meanings of other
constituents. Meaning can be concluded that are idea or concept that could be
transferred from the mind of the speaker to the mind the hearer by embodying
them, in the form of one language or another.

D. Kinds of Meaning
The study of linguistic meanings of morphemes, word, phrases and
sentences is called semantic. Semantic is considered with aspect of meaning
in language. According to Kreidler the dimensions of meaning included
reference and denotation, connotation, sense relations, lexical and
grammatical meaning, morphemes, homonymy, polysemy, lexical ambiguity,

28

Charles W. Kreidler. (1998). Introducing English Semantics. London and New York:
Routledge. p.3
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sentence and meaning.29 According to Abdul Chaer kinds of meaning
included a lexical meaning, grammatical and contextual meaning, referential
and non referential meaning, denotative and connotative meaning, conceptual
and associative meaning.30 According Jos Daniel Parera the kinds of meaning
included a theoretical of referential or correspondence, theoretical of
contextual, the theory of mentalism or conceptual and theoretical formalism.31
All of the kinds of meaning are from difference reference. The writer
focus in lexical meaning and contextual meaning from Abdul Chaer book and
other book as a supporter books to explain about the kind of meaning that
have discuss itself.
1. Lexical Meaning
Lexical meaning is the smallest meaning unit in the meaning
system of language that could be distinguished from other similar
units. Lexical meaning refers to the real meaning, meaning that proper
with our sense of observation, or granted meaning.32 It has been known
that a language has amount of lexical system by which the semantic
with the structure could be based the meaning on paradigmatic and
systematical. The writer said that lexical meaning could be defined as a
meaning which has a characteristic of lexicon, lexeme, and word. It
also has a meaning as it reference, meaning which is result of people
observation through their sense, or the reality in their life.
A lexeme is an abstract unit, it can be occurred in many different
forms of actual spoken or wrote sentences, and regarded as the same
lexeme even when inflected. Therefore, many people who say that the
lexical meaning is the meaning in the dictionary or that of the lexeme
meaning even without any contexts, but in this case in the dictionary
not only give the lexical meaning there but also there is the metaphor
meanings also. For example, the term “horses” is has lexical meaning
ordinary a quadruped ridden. Thus, the lexical meaning called the
29

Charles W. Kreidler. (1998). Introducing English Semantics. London and New York:
Routledge. p.41
30
Abdul Chaer. (2007). Linguistik Umum. Jakarta: PT. Rineka Cipta. p.289
31
J.D Parera. (2004). Teori Semantik. Jakarta: Erlangga. p.46
32
Abdul Chaer. Linguistik Umum. p.289
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exact meaning or meanings that accord eighth the observation of
person senses also. In the dictionary, usually contains only lexical
meaning processed by the word described.
2. Contextual Meaning
Contextual meaning is the meaning according to the context.
According to Abdul Chaer contextual meaning is the meaning of a
lexeme or word inside a context.33 A contextual definition is also a
definition in which the term is used by embedding it in a larger
expression containing its explanation. It means that contextual
meaning could be regarded as a situational meaning. It arises as a
result of the relationship between speech and context. It took the form
of a lot of things. There are some contexts here, there are:
First context organs, including those relating to gender, position
the speaker, the speaker or listener age, social-economic
background speaker or the listener. The second context of the
situation, such as situation is safe or noisy situations. The third
context purposes, such as asking or expecting something. The
fourth context of whether or not a formal conversation.The fifth
context of the speaker or the listener‟s mood such as afraid,
excited, upset or angry.The sixth time context, such as night or
day. Context seventh place, such as where at school, at home, in
the field etc. The eighth object context, mean what the focus of the
conversation. Ninethe context fittings speak or hear the speaker or
the listener. Ten linguistic context that does meet the rules of the
language used by both sides. Eleventh context of language,
meaning the language used.
It means that contextual meaning is the meaning of lexeme or word
inside a context. However, the contextual meaning could be regarded
to the situation, where the time, the language usage environment.
3. Grammatical Meaning
Grammatical meaning also could be regarded as a structural or
functional meaning, or internal meaning. Grammatical meaning
present if there was a process of grammatical in it as affixation,
reduplication, a composition.34 For example, in the process of prefixes
application of „ber-„(red-in Indonesian) with „baju‟ (clothes) it produce
33
34

Abdul Chaer. Linguistik Umum. p.290
Abdul Chaer. Linguistik Umum. p.290
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grammatical meaning „wearing or using the clothes‟, and with the base
word „kuda (horse)‟ it produce grammatical meaning „riding the
horse‟.
4. Referential Meaning
Referential meaning refersto three as proposed by the Ogaden and
Richard in Parera book. The meaning is the relationship between the
reference and the referent is expressed through the sounds of language
symbols in the form of words or phrase or sentence.35 This theory
emphasizes the direct relationship between the existing references to
the referent in the real world. Thus, a word can be called meaningful
referential if there is a reference in the real world. For example: the
wordhorse, red and picture called referential meaning because they
have a reference in the real world.
5. Denotative Meaning
Denotative meaning has similarities with the lexical and conceptual
meaning.36 Denotative meaning is the original meaning or the true
meaning of a lexeme. For example, the word „thin‟ is meant body‟s
condition of someone that smaller than normal size. The word „flower‟
is meant denotative as „flower which we cultivate in the garden‟.

6. Connotative Meaning
Connotation is stimulating and evocative senses, feelings, attitudes,
judgments, and beliefs as well as certain purposes. It can be
individually and collectively. 37For example, the word „thin‟ above is
neutral connotation it‟s meant that has a good feeling. But, „slim‟
actually is the same with thin; it has a positive connotation.
7. Conceptual Meaning
Conceptual meaning is the meaning that owned by a lexeme. It is
free from context or associating thing. Word „horse‟ has conceptual
meaning a kind of four feet animal that usually we ride it, and the word
35

J.D Parera. (2004). Teori Semantik. p.105
Abdul Chaer. Linguistik Umum. p.290
37
J.D. Parera.( 2004). Teori Semantik. Jakarta:Erlangga.:Edisi Kedua p.99
36
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„home‟ has a conceptual meaning as „the building of human‟s
resident‟.38
8. Associative Meaning
Associative meaning is the meaning that owned by lexeme or word
related to that word relation with something outside of language. 39 For
example, word „jasmine‟ it is associated with something holy or
purity,word „red‟is associated with brave and word „crocodile‟
associated with bad and evil or crime.
Based on the explanation above, it can be concluded that there are eight
kinds of meaning. The writer will use two of them lexical and contextual
meaning. The writer will use this theory to find out the meanings of hate
speech comments that used in Donald Trump‟s instagram photos semantics
study.

E. The Effect of Hate Speech to the Readers
Alexander Brown said that there is effect of hate speech it can be seen in
the explanation one of those is the reaction of reader.40 One possible
connection between speech and hate concerns the reaction of hearers. Here
the presence of hate speech is signposted by hatred as a reactive emotion, by
the way that readers, including not only the objects or targets of hate speech
but also its audiences, feel about hate speech when they hear or learn about it.
This connection echoes one possible analysis of the related concept hateful
speech. There are two main senses of the word „hateful‟.
1. First, the word hateful signals something about how the reader regards
the speech in question. As speech that is detestable, repugnant or
despicable, so much so that it arouses emotions, feelings, or attitudes of
hate or hatred in the hearer toward the speech and perhaps also the
speaker, or deserves to arouse such hatred.

38
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Publication: University of East Anglia (UEA). p.40
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2. Second sense the word hateful connotes something about the content of
the speech itself. As speech that says something derogatory or deeply
insulting about members of certain groups.
Based on the explanations above, it can be concluded that there is effect
of hate speech. The writer will use this theory to find out the effect of hate
speech comments that used in Donald Trump‟s instagram photos semantics
study.

F. Review of Literary Research
In this research, there are few of previous researchers who do the same
research about hate speech but have difference focus.
Firstly, Aulia Octaviani. 2017. Entitled ungkapan kebencian pada tuturan
Heaters di akun instagram Basukibtp dan relevansinya terhadap pembelajaran
Bahasa Indonesia diSMA. This thesis discusses about hatred expressions
from haters utterance taken from social media account instagram of
Basukibtp. The result of this thesis there are 70 data consist of some form of
hate expression, including form of humiliation, defamation, provoking,
spreading false news, and inciting form. Hate speech has an impact on
ostracism, discrimination, violence, hatred toward groups, and group
annihilation.
Secondly, Mira Amjayani. 2016. Entitled The Analysis of Hate Speech in
Social Media (Semantic Study). This thesis discusses about the meaning of
hate speech that often arise in social media based on lexical and contextual
meaning. The result of this thesis shows that there are 18 hate speech words
in the form swear word that used in Carcass‟s facebook, hate speech in social
media usually used profanity word in negative term the meaning of hate
speech words used in the social media have difference meaning between
lexical and contextual meaning.
Thirdly, Seftiana Madyas Tuti. 2018. Entitled Implikatur Politik Ujaran
Kebencian Terhadap Presiden Joko Widodo pada Akun Sosial Twitter. This
thesis discusses about attempts to examine the meaning contained in an
utterance hatred of Joko Widodo on social accounts Twitter. The result of this
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thesis is the use of cynicism, sarcasm and irony; implicit forms of asking for a
new president, asking to be silent, collecting appointments and listening to
the people.
From review above, it is clearly that this research has difference and
similarity. This thesis uses the same theory from Charles Kreidler with writer
uses in this research, but this thesis highly focus on word that signs as a hate
speech where the writer sees from the aspect of language in semantics theory
from those words found on comments that writer analyze. By using semantics
theory to get some words of types of hate speech used. The writer here also
uses the same theory in analysis the meanings by Abdul Chaer, discusses
about the meaning of hate speech base on lexical and contextual meaning.
Also discusses the effect of hate speech by using theory Alexander Brown.
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CHAPTER III
METHOD OF RESEARCH

A. Design of Research
Method is the way how we accomplish the problem to get the answer from
the problem. In writing this research, the writer uses qualitative research and
descriptive method that is suitable with the aim of this research. The data
were collected in the form of words and uses the text in the comments on
instagram account of Donald Trump‟s to be analyzed. The result of the
research contained quotation from the data to illustrate and substantive the
presentation. In this research, the writer will use qualitative research, where
the data are analyzed through interpreting, not statistical analysis. Denzin and
Lincoln stated that:
Qualitative research is multi method in focus, involving an
interpretive, naturalistic approach to its subject matter. This
means that qualitative researchers study things in their
natural setting, attempting to make sense of, or interpret,
phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them.41
Based on the quotation above, It means that qualitative research study
thing in their natural settings, attempting to make sense of or interpret
phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them. Therefore, this
study used a qualitative research.
Descriptive is a description of characteristic data has been collected and
has natural meaning and from all data has been collected to be directive
toward research will be research. According John W. Creswell said that
descriptive analysis is multi method in focus, involving an interpretive,
naturalistic approach to its subject matter.42 This means that qualitative
researchers study thing in their natural settings, attempting to make sense of
or interpret phenomena in terms of the meanings people bring to them. Where
descriptive data such as writer or spoken, by using qualitative research the

41

John W. Creswell. (1997). Qualitative Inquiry and Research Design. United States of
America: California. p.15
42
John W. Creswell. Qualitative Inquiry and Research Design. p.3
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writer will get answer about the question in analyzing of the hate speech
comments on Donald Trump‟s instagram photos semantics study.

B. Sources of Data
Source of data is the major of data that is used the writer to answer the
problem easily, while in conducting the research source of data is taken from
the primary data, therefore in this research the writer only uses the primary
data. According to Ajayi “Primary data is one which is collected for the first
time by the research while secondary data is the data already collected or
produced by others.”43
In this research, the writer used comments photos as the main data. The
writer takes three photos source of data and 48 data taken from the instagram.
The writer only focus on some word that had hate speech the writer was to be
analyzed. The data was taken from Monday, twenty one September two
thousand and eighteen until twenty eight of June two thousand and nineteen.
The writer chooses one word of every sentence in different classification of
hate speech used in instagram commentaries because it can be represent same
word in using. The writer took the data from internet social media instagram.
The data which support this research such as some internet and cyber data,
books, dictionaries, news papers, and the other source that have correlation
with the research.44

C. Technique of Data Collection
There are some techniques of data collecting such as observation,
interview, and documentation.45 In this thesis, the writer uses documentation
technique as Sugiyono stated that, “Dokumen adalah suatu kumpulan bahan
tertulis dimedia, notulen-notulen rapat, surat-menyurat dan laporan-laporan

43
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untuk mencari informasi yang diperlukan.”46 Based on statement, the writer
concluded that how important the way of data collecting in the research
because the result of research is according to data collected, if data is suitable
with result, so the formulation of the problem would be solved in research.
Without knowing the techniques of data collection, the research will not get
the data that meets the standards of data desired. The writer has some steps in
collecting the data, in order to make this research more specific. The steps in
collecting data:
1. Connect to instagram, search account Donald Trump‟s and then
choose the object to become the main data. The writer chooses
the data that want to research, the writer chooses 3 photos they
are MAGA, THANK YOU AMERICA, and NO MAS.
2. Print all data. In this case the writer takes the data from the
comments of netizen based on hate speech on Donald Trump‟s
instagram photos by capturing.
3. Reread all of them to get the word that related to hate speech
and classify them. Then the writer chooses some sentence that
relevant in the comments.
4. Marking on the words or sentences and all the important
statements and information, as well as afterwards, making a
note of the data.
5. Identifying and classifying the data, after finding all the data
completely, the writer processes the data to analyze them.
Finally, the writer makes a good arrangement for the thesis itself
as the last in finalizing research.47 To arrange the data, first the
writer defined about types of hate speech word, second lexical
and contextual meaning of the hate speech words, third the
effect of hate speech words.

D. Technique of Data Analysis

46
47
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After collecting the data, the writer analyzes the data. In qualitative
research, technique analysis data are used to answer the formulation of the
problem in analysis data, the writer used a technique of data analysis. The
writer has several techniques from the data analysis, in order to make this
research more specific. According to Sugiyono: “Data analysis is the process
of systematically searching and arranging the interview transcript, field note
and other materials that you accumulate to increase your own understanding
of them and to enable you to present what you have discovered to other.”48
In qualitative methods in analyze data the most difficult thing is the
method of analyzing that not well formulated. In this research, the writer uses
technique descriptive analysis because this research was used by describing
the data. According to Sugiyono: “Deskriptif merupakan Data yang
dikumpulkan berupa kata-kata, gambar dan bukan angka-angka, hal itu
disebabkan oleh penerapan metode kualitatif.”49 It makes easy the research
to get the right data. Based on those statements, it can be concluded that
qualitative research is analyzing about descriptive data that is collected is in
the form of the situation of the object. The writer has some steps in analyzing
the data, in order to make this research more specific. The steps are:
1. Identifying
The writer identifies the data, makes assumptions the data have
correlation with hate speech after doing the step or reading each of
comments of photos MAGA, THANK YOU AMERICA, and NO
MAS.
2. Classifying
The writer classifies the data from photos MAGA, THANK YOU
AMERICA, and NO MAS. That has been selected based on
formulation of the problem.

3. Describing and explaining the data

48
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After classifying the data, the writer describes and explains the
data that the writer found in Donald Trump‟s instagram photos.
4. Conclusion
The writer makes the conclusion based on the data after the writer
have been analyzed in purpose to take the conclusion of the research.
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CHAPTER IV
FINDING AND ANALYSIS

A. Finding
Photos of MAGA, THANK YOU AMERICA, and NO MAS in Donald
Trump‟s instagram are the source of data that writer used in this research. The
writer found two types of hate speech based on committee on the elimination
of racial discrimination No.35; they are expression of insult, and ridicule or
slander of person. Those types of hate speech which indicated 6 data as
expression insult, 6 data indicated ridicule or slanderof person. These types of
hate speech data are from picture of MAGA. Besides also types of hate
speech from photo THANK YOU AMERICA, they are 18 data indicated as
expression of insult, 10 data indicated as ridicule or slander of person. Also
types of hate speech data from photo NO MAS, they are 2 data indicated as
expression of insult, 6 data indicated as ridicule or slander of person.
In finding the data, the writer uses lexical and contextual meaning based
on Abdul Chaer Theory which writer found lexical and contextual meaning of
hate speech words used in thecomments itself. There are many words that
have difference meanings lexically and contextually. But some of them have
the same meaning. In this research not all of words be analyzed. The writer
used one word of the sentence to explain contain of the comments. The term
here is the word which used by the commentator that have hate speech word
in Donald Trump‟s photos. Here the explanations and answer from the
research question, as follow: first photo of MAGA there are: duck, fuck,
buffon, terrorist, gay, pig, traitor, sick, lady, garbage, goat, hell. Second photo
THANK YOU AMERICA they are: evil, fake, cyst, condom, animal, racist,
moron, beast, foolish, clown, idiot, slay, fraud, stupid, disgrace, orange,
buffallow, lunatic, insane, damn, shit, bitch, dog, dumb, maggot, donkey, rob,
rapist. Third photo NO MAS they are: dump, criminal, con, crooks, savage,
bullshit, puppet, monster.
In this thesis, the writer also analyzed the effect of hate speech based on
Alexander Brown Theory the writer found the reaction of reader or audience
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they are:6 data indicated as based how the reader regards the speech in the
content of the speech itself, and 2 data indicated based how the reader regards
the speech in question. The effect of hate speech data are from picture of
MAGA. In data of THANK YOU AMERICA, the writer found the data of
reaction of reader or audience they are: 16 data indicated as based how the
audience regards the speech in the content of the speech itself, and 8 indicated
based how the reader regards the speech in question. In data NO MAS, the
writer found the data of reaction of reader or audience they are: 4 data
indicated as based how the audience regards the speech in the content of
thespeech itself, and 1 indicated based how the reader regards the speech in
question.

B. Analysis
1. The Types of Hate Speech Comments on Donald Trump‟s Instagram
Photos Semantics Study.
In this discussion, the writer found that hate speech words used to
express the hatred in the comments on the instagram Donald Trump‟s.
Hate speech words used here are words that often used by English
speakers everyday when expressing emotion or hatred of a person or
group to another person or group. Based on the data the writer found hate
speech word, they are : duck, fuck, buffon, terrorist, gay, pig, traitor, sick,
lady, garbage, goat, hell, evil, fake, cyst, condom, animal, racist, moron,
beast, foolish,clown, idiot, slay, fraud, stupid, disgrace, orange, buffallow,
lunatic, insane, damn, dumb, shit, bitch, dog, maggot, donkey, rob, rapist,
dump, criminal, con, crooks, savage, bullshit, puppet, monster.
There are two types of hate speech used that be found in this
research, they are; expression of insult and ridicule or slander of person.
The writer analyzes data that has been collected based on type of hate
speech below:
a. Expression of Insult
Insult include behavior or discourse, oral or written, which
is perceived, experienced, constructed, and at times intended as
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slighting, humiliating, or offensive. Insult can be verbal,
consisting of mocking invective, cutting remarks, negative
stereotypes, rudeness, or straight swearing.
Datum 1:

Samanthandjpoo: No words for you pig.50
On datum 1 above, the term to show the hatred in the
sentence is pig. The term pig used by the netizen in the
sentence is parable word also but belongs to hate speech also
because the term pig in the sentence as insulting word used by
the netizen to show his hatred to Donald Trump. In the
sentence the netizen said pig because the netizen cannot
express her hatred with many words so he only say pig. Pig
dirty and nasty animals. Thus, the netizen used the term pig
above to show his angry remark or hatred to Donald. Therefore,
the sentence above belongs to hate speech.
After collecting the data, the writer has found 6 of
expression of insult based photo of MAGA, there are: duck,
fuck, pig, sick, garbage, and goat.

50

No

Words

Types of Hate Speech

1

Pig

Expression of insult

DT.1367
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Datum 2:

sam_glick27: You‟re a beast Donald.51
On datum2 above, the term to show the hatred in the
sentence is beast. The term beast used by the netizen in the
sentence is parable word also but belongs to hate speech also
because the term beast in the sentence as insulting word used
by the netizen to show his hatred to Donald Trump. In the
sentence the netizen said Donald Trump beast because the
netizen wants to make parable Donald Trump between beast.
Thus, the netizen used the term beast above to show his angry
remark or hatred to Donald. Therefore, the sentence above
belongs to hate speech.
After collecting the data, The writer has found 18 of
expression of insult based photo of THANK YOU AMERICA,
there are: evil, cyst, condom, moron, beast, foolish, idiot,
dumb, stupid, disgrace, orange, lunatic, insane, damn, biatch,
dog, maggot, and donkey.

51

No

Words

Types of Hate Speech

2

Beast

Expression of insult

DT.623
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Datum 3:

Amit_tandon0411: No more Donald Dump! No Mas!.52
On datum 3 above, the term to show the hatred in the
sentence is dump. In the sentence above the term dump used
by the netizen in the sentence belongs to hate speech also
because the term dump in the sentence means expression of
insult word used by the netizen to show his hatred. In the
sentence the netizen said dump because to shows his dislike so
he considers Donald like trash and the place in the dump.
Therefore, the sentence above belongs to hate speech.

After collecting the data, the writer has found 2 of
expression of insult based photo of NO MAS, there are: dump
and monster.

52

No

Words

Types of Hate Speech

3

Dump

Expression of insult

DT.507
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b. Ridicule or Slander of person
Generally slander or defamation requires that

the

publication be false and without the consent of the allegedly
defamed person. Words or pictures are interpreted according to
common usage and in the context of publication.
Datum 4:

hugh.bikes.and.shit: Lol you gay.53
On datum 4 above, the term to show the hatred in the
sentence is gay. The term gay used by the netizen in the
sentence is parable word also but belongs to hate speech also
because the term gay in the sentence as slander words used by
the netizen to show his hatred to Donald Trump. In the
sentence the netizen said Donald is gay because of annoyance
and to make someone reputation down. Thus, the netizen used
the term gay above to show his angry remark or hatred to
Donald. Therefore, the sentence above belongs to hate speech.
The writer has found there are 6 of ridicule or slander of
person based photo of MAGA, there are; buffoon, terrorist,
gay, traitor, lady, and hell.
53

DT.1358
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No

Words

Types of Hate Speech

4

Gay

Ridicule or Slander of person

Datum 5:

emma_edar : Doyou think you‟re better than a black
person? You‟re a racist.54
On datum 5 above, the term to show the hatred in the
sentence is racist. In the sentence above the term racist used by
the netizen in the sentence belongs to hate speech also because
the term racist in the sentence as slander word used by the
netizen to show his hatred. In the sentence the netizen said
racist because of the form dejection because rating Donald
higher than Obama. He used the term racist in the sentence
above to show his hatred to Donald by using the word racist he
seems to have slandered Donald Trump by saying racist. It can
make bad reputation for Donald if anyone believes it. Thus, the
sentence above belongs to hate speech.
The writer has found there are 10 of ridicule or slander of
person based photo of THANK YOU AMERICA, there are:

54

DT.502
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fake, animal, racist, clown, slay, fraud, buffalo, shit, rob and
rapist.
No

Words

Types of Hate Speech

5

Racist

Ridicule or slander of person

Datum 6:

Jfrogers777: nice spray tan you failed puppet.55
On datum 6 above, the term to show the hatred in
the sentence is puppet. In the sentence above the term
puppet used by the netizen in the sentence belongs to hate
speech also because the term puppet in the sentence means
expression of insult word used by the netizen to show his
hatred. In the sentence the netizen said puppet because of
the speaker considers Donald Trump only a doll that are
toyed or controlled by someone. Therefore, the sentence
above belongs to hate speech.
The writer has found there are 6 of ridicule or
slander of person based photo of NO MAS there are:
Criminal, con, crooks, savage, puppet, bullshit.
No
55

Words

Types of Hate Speech

DT.003
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6

Puppet

Ridicule or slander of person

Based on the data that collected by the writer, the writer makes
separate and similarity between her research and other researcher. From
Aulia Octaviani research she purpose to knowing the hatred expression of
Basukibtp haters in his instagram account. The result of research Aulia
found 70 data consist of some form of hate expression, 23 humiliation, 12
defamation, 10 inciting form, 10 provoking, Hoax 9, incite 6. The
similarity of the research from Aulia, she uses the comments haters in
account instagram. in technique of collecting the data Aulia uses
scrutinize method and the data analysis uses equal method. Writer uses
qualitative and descriptive analysis. From Mira research she purpose to
explain the hate speech words are used in Jokowi photo. It dissimilarity
the second purpose of the writer andalso analyze the types of hate speech.
The writer explains two types that also include expression of insult and
ridicule or slander of person. The result of the research, Mira found 18
data that include the words of hate speech. While in the second purpose of
the writer found 48 data that included types of hate speech the writer
found 6 data as expression of insult 6 data indicated ridicule or slander of
person from photo MAGA. 18 expression of insult and 10 data indicated
ridicule or slander of person from photo THANK YOU AMERICA. From
photo NO MAS, 2 indicated expression of insult and 6 indicated of
ridicule or slander of person. The researcher use the Jokowi photo from
faceboook as his source of data, while the writer use the Donald Trump‟s
photos from instagram as the source and those make the dissimilarity.
From Seftiana, The result of this thesis is the use of cynicism, sarcasm
and irony; implicit forms of asking for a new president, asking to be
silent, collecting appointments and listening to the people.
Based on separate of purpose above, the writer found the
simplicity of the research from the review of literary research. The
researchers are using theory from Komnas HAM, KUHP Indonesia and
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KBBI. While the writer use committee on the elimination of racial
discrimination No.35 to find the types of hate speech.

2. The Lexical and Contextual Meaning of Hate Speech Comments used in
Donald Trump‟s Instagram Photos Semantics Study.
In this discussion, the writer explains the meaning of hate speech
words used in instagram comments on Donald Trump account based on
dictionary or the real meaning of the term itself and based on context.
According to Abdul Chaer the lexical meaning is the meaning that having
of a lexeme or a word without any context. 56 The lexical meaning can be
called the true meaning or the real meaning. According to Abdul Chaer
contextual meaning is the meaning of lexeme or a word inside a context.57
In this case, the writer showed the lexical meaning based on dictionary
and to know about contextual meaning of the hate speech words that used
not only have specific meaning but can have various meaning depends of
using the word in the sentence. Let‟s see the following analyzes of lexical
and contextual meaning from hate speech words in the commentary of
Donald Trump post:

56
57
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Datum 7:

Adam_el94: you are a fake president you look like a duck.58
The term to show the hatred in the sentence is duck The
lexical meaning of duck above is common bird that lives on or
near water (Oxford Learner‟s Pocket Dictionary p.139). The
contextual meaning of the term duck in the sentence above means
noisy person. Same like a duck just makes a noisy sound. In the
sentence the netizen said duck because of the form of hatred
shown by likening Donald to some animal. The netizen used the
term pig in the sentence above to show his hatred or dislike to
Donald. Thus, the sentence above belongs to hate speech.

58

DT.666
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Datum 8:

Mcmillionaire_I: love how he talks about fake news. Then
writes this! 59
The term to show the hatred in the sentence is fake. The
lexical meaning of fake above is Not genuine, made to look like,
Object a work of art made to appear genuine, person who
pretends to be what they are not in order to deceive. (Oxford
Learner‟s Pocket Dictionary p.159) The contextual meaning of
the term fake in the sentence above mean deceiver what he said
was not true. In the sentence the netizen said fake because he
considered Donald is liar. The netizen used the term fake in the
sentence above to show his hatred or dislike to Donald. Thus, the
sentence above belongs to hate speech.

59

DT.126
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Datum 9:

Michelle_tree: don the Con at it again.60
The term to show the hatred in the sentence is con. The
lexical meaning of con above is to get money from someone by
deceiving them. (Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English
p.423) The contextual meaning of the term con in the sentence
above mean Someone deception or skits. In the sentence the
netizen said con because he very dislike to Donald Trump.
Therefore, the sentence above belongs to hate speech.

Based on the data that collected by the writer above, the writer
make the separate about the finding analyze with the review of literary
research in the second chapter of this thesis. The similarity of the
research from Mira, that investigate the kinds of meanings used in the
sentence as same as the writer but do not from the same source. The
writer get from the comments on Donald Trump‟s instagram, then Mira
from the comment on facebook of Carcass. The result of the study, the
research found 18 utterances that lexical and contextual meaning,
whereas the writer found 48 utterances from the second purpose. The
similarity of researcher from Mira ha the purpose to find out the lexical
and contextual meaing.as the writer, but the researcher use the photo of
Jokowi on facebook as his source of data, while the writer use the 3
60

DT.023
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photos of Donald Trump‟s as the source and those make the
dissimilarity.
Based on separate of purpose above, the writer found the simplicity
of the research from the review literary research. The researchers are
using the theory of kinds of meanings from Abdul Chaer as same as the
writer used. The other researchers from the review literary research get
the data in different source as the songs, and photo on Facebook. The
writer gets the source of data from the Donald Trump‟s Instagram
photos.
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3. The Effect of Hate Speech Comments on Donald Trump‟s Instagram
Photos Semantic Study.
One possible connection between speech and hate concerns the
reaction of reader. Here the presence of hate speech is signposted by
hatred as a reactive emotion, by the way that reader, including not only
the objects or targets of hate speech but also its audiences, feel about hate
speech when they hear or learn about it.
a. The reaction of reader based how the reader regards the speech
in the content of the speech itself.
Datum 12:

Lilicriss: GAYYYYY
Lizbashor: and your point is?61
From datum 12 above, this conversation happens when
lilicris make some statement “GAYYY” there is response from
the reader by Lizbashor by saying “and your point is??” it
indicated that the reader feel emotional because of someone
has been insulting someone he admires without apparent
reason. The reader also feels insulted so he responds the
statement to know the meaning by thenetizen say like that.

61

DT.1129
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On photo of MAGA, the writer found there are 6 data indicated as
based how the reader regards the speech in the content of the speech
itself.

Datum 13:

Damndatdan: fake af.
Americanita: yes indeed you are.62
On datum 10 above, in this statement the conversation happens
when damndatdan utterance “fake af” there is response from the reader
by Americanita by saying “yes indeed you are” it indicated that the
reader feel angry and not accept because of insults word by netizen. So
he responds by saying yes but to the netizen itself.
On photo of THANK YOU AMERICA, the writer found there are
16 data indicated as based how the reader regards the speech in the
content of the speech itself.

62

DT.133

38

Datum 14:

Amit_tandon0411: no more Donald Dump! No mas!
Bennettkucera: no more amit tendon. NO MAS.63
On datum 14 above, this conversation happens when
Amitt_tandon makes some statements “no more Donald Dump! No
mas!” there is response from the reader by bennettkucerra by
saying “no more amit tendon. NO MAS” it indicated that the reader
feels emotional because of someone said to leave of course the
meaning. The reader also feels insulted so he responds the
statement to know the meaning by netizen say like that.
On photo of NO MAS, the writer found there are 4 data
indicated as based how the reader regards the speech in the content
of the speech itself.

63

DT.137

39

b. The reaction of reader based how the reader regards the speech
in question.
Datum 15:

Carol.0916: it will be great when you leave.
Lizbashor: why don’t u leave?64
On datum 11 above, in this statement the
conversation happens when carol utterance “it will be great
when you leave”. There is response from the reader by
Lizbashor by saying “why don’t u leave?” it indicated that
the reader feel angry and offended because of the statement
that the meaning form satire to drive away. So he responds
by saying the opposite to the netizen.
The writer found there are 2 data indicated based
how the reader regards the speech in question based photo
of MAGA.

Datum 16:

64

DT.1406

40

Perezjakeyy: who‟s president? Not mine.
Nicecisco: if you live in the United States, he is your president
bud.65
On datum 16above, in this statement the conversation happens
when perezjakeyy utterance “who‟s president? Not mine”. There is
response from the reader by nicecisco “if you live in the United States, he
is your president bud”. It indicated that the reader feel so angry because
of the statement of the netizen that show the netizen very disgusted, does
not accept and does not recognize the president even though the president
is the president in his own country. So the reader responds it by saying if
you live in that country, that‟s your president so that the netizen accepts
the reality.
The writer found there are 8 data indicated based how the reader
regards the speech in question based photo of THANK YOU AMERICA.
Based on the data that collected by the writer above, the writer
make the separate about the finding analyze with the review of literary
research in the second chapter of this thesis. The similarity of the
research from Aulia is there are effect from hate speech, from Aulia, the
result of the study there are impact f hate speech there are on ostracism,
discrimination, violence, hatred toward groups, and group annihilation.
65

DT.950

41

The research found effect of hate speech based on the reaction of reader.
From Mira there is no effect of hate speech those make the dissimilarity.
Based on separate of purpose above, the writer found the simplicity
of the research from the review literary research. The researchers are
using the theory of effect of hate speech from Alexander Brown. other
researchers from the Komnas HAM.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion
After analyzing the data the writer made some summary of the finding as
bellow:
1. According to the first formulation the writer found type of hate
speech used there are expression of insult and ridicule or slander of
person. And 48 from of Hate Speech used in Comments Instagram
photos Donald Trump‟s Semantics Study there are: duck, fuck,
buffon, terrorist, gay, pig, traitor, sick, lady, garbage, goat, hell, evil,
fake, cyst, condom, animal, racist, moron, beast, foolish,clown,
idiot, slay, dumb, fraud, stupid, disgrace, orange, buffallow, lunatic,
insane, damn, shit, bitch, dog, maggot, donkey, rob, rapist, dump,
criminal, con, crooks, savage, bullshit, puppet, monster.
2. According to the second formulation of the problem, the writer
concluded lexical meaning here is the true meaning or the real
meaning of the lexeme or word and contextual meaning is the word
inside a context. The lexical meaning usually called the meaning in
the dictionary or that of the lexeme meaning even without contexts
while contextual meaning could be regard as a situational meaning.
The writer showed that the meaning of hate speech words used in
the sentence on commentary photos Donald Trump‟s from the
lexical or general dictionary is fairly different from the meaning in
the context.
3. According to formulation of the third formulation of problem, the
writer finds the effect in the hate speech comments on Donald
Trump‟s Instagram photos semantics study there are reaction of
reader or audience. First, the word hateful signals something about
how the reader regards the speech in question. Second, senses the
word hateful connote something about the content of the speech
itself.
43

After finding the data which draw above, it shows that on comments
Donald Trump instagram photos show most frequently used types of hate
speech, kinds of meanings, and the effect of hate speech. The writer finds
why netizen utterance hate speech on the commentary because the netizen
want to show the hatred but via social media instagram.

B. Suggestion
The writer suggests to the reader or next research who has interest in usage
the hate speech comments on instagram has been analyzed become subject of
the research. Thus, for other researchers who want to analyze the hate speech
especially in other social media in different point of view of literary work
because by using hate speech, people may know that somany hate speech that
we can found in social media like instagram, twitter, and facebook and the
words of hate speech so interesting. The research suggests, learning more
about semantic and hate speech not only from class but also from other
source, such as journal, e-book, or library. The writer hopefully this next
research can help other research understands well using the semantic theory
to the next researcher of English Literature student in Faculty of Adab and
Humanities.
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APPENDIX 1
Types of Hate Speech Comments on Donald Trump Instagram Photos Sematic
Study.

No

1

NOD

666

Person and Sentence

Type of Hate Speech

Adam_el94 : You are a fake president you look like a Expression of Insult
duck.

2

782

ilivhsarehside :Fuuk off u only made America worse.

Expression of Insult

3

1367

samanthandjpoo : No words for you pig.

Expression of Insult

4

1713

linzbelle

:

Really?

After

the

eulogy

that Expression of Insult

@meghanmccain gave at her father‟s funeral saying
“The America of John McCain has no need to be made
great again because America was always great ..” Even
in death you have to disrespect a rival.Youare a sick
man.
5

2053

Nottjherman : He looks like someone who creates Expression of Insult
illegitimate off spring that may or may not end up on
Welfare. What a human garbage fire he must be.

6

2304

dixieland1861 : Hell yeah Mr. President Trump is the Expression of Insult
goat #MAGA.

7

008

black_ops967: Trump is evil also he hacked the votes

Expression of Insult

8

408

Aeng2099 : condom, you‟re lying and you will be Expression of insult.
impeachment.

9

351

n_ro40 : you‟re such a Cyst.

10

619

trevdogg69 : MAGA, MORONS ARE GOVERNING Expression of Insult

Expression of Insult

AMERICA
11

623

Sam_glick27 : You‟re a beast DONALD.

Expression of Insult

50

12

632

vichislyayu_idiotov :Looool does he competing with Expression of Insult
him? Probably he wins of being most foolish one!

13

718

Su.nny1661 : Don‟t believe the fake news! You‟re an Expression of Insult
idiot trump and Americans don‟t believe anything that
spews out ofyour mouth!

14

1094

Santy_guitar_bass : U Stupid, but, is really fun watch the Expression of Insult
fake president.

15

1422

kamil_bisbis : You‟re a disgrace to America, America Expression of insult.
was great, not anymore.

16

1890

chloefawcettx : No one likes you you stupid fat orange Expression of Insult
man.

17

2248

suzannebradley :Hahahahaha I think you are a lunatic!

Expression of Insult

18

2336

Ijsid : We don‟t hate Trump because we know he is Expression of Insult
insane!

19

2442

Ethanmjones11 :Damn straight Donald Trump.

Expression of insult.

20

064

Squallval1020 : come on big guy stop with the name: Expression of Insult
you are themost powerful man of the free world have a
little class I know how you feel with this Biatch but be
classy about it come on!!!

21

077

Patricklally9 : Amazing Doggies.

Expression of Insult

22

166

Tika_and_bentley : Wages are stagnant you Orange Expression of Insult
maggot.

23

086

Gumilang_elzada : You don‟t more like a donkey.

Expression of Insult

24

507

Amit_tandon0411: no more Donald dump! No mas!.

Expression of insult

25

507

Quuenkrupa: put yourself in a cage, you monster!

Expression of insult

26

990

Ryanlev14: Trump is dumb as hell

Expression of insult

27

502

emma_edar :Doyou think you‟re better than a black Ridicule or slander

28

003

person? You‟re a racist.

of person

Jfrogers777: nice sray tan you failed puppet.

Ridicule or slander
of person

51

29

237

Majid65334: go to hell.

Ridicule or slander
of person

30

1010

kenster720 : you a Buffoon.

Ridicule or slander
of person

31

1231

ni.rayan.76 : Tramp is a terrorist criminal Netanyahu.

Ridicule or slander
of person

32

1358

hugh.bikes.and.shit :Lol you gay.

Ridicule or slander
of person

33

1413

planaheadforthebest : Trolling, Trump is unfit, liar, Ridicule or slander
traitor, please step down.

34

2047

Dairylea_on_toast : @realdonaldtrump you look like an Ridicule or slander
old lady who is wearing her dead husband clothes.

35

36

126

418

of person

of person

mcmillionaire_I : love how he talks about fake news. Ridicule or slander
Then writes this!

of person

Ali.saad1223 : what kind of nasty animal you are trump.

Ridicule or slander
of person

37

38

688

837

gungordu4886 : The clown from united states of Ridicule or slander
America.

of person

natty.nat.nat.nat : YES TRUMP SLAY.

Ridicule or Slander
of person

39

1055

Allmypasswordsare1234 : You are dillusional. Obama Ridicule or slander
was a real man. You‟re a fraud .

40

41

2218

2618

of person

shamsmalik004 : God is best protector….Trump is Just a Ridicule or slander
Buffelow in this World.

of person

Axel.lptr: you are a s**t

Ridicule or slander
of person

42

176

Heavyweight62: your robbing America

Ridicule or slander
of person

43

624

Xocein6: like if you‟re not a RAPIST

Ridicule or slander
of person

44

015

Adewmi4u: if you are not criminal why would you come Ridicule or slander
illegal?

of person

52

45

023

Michelle_trece: don the Con at it again

Ridicule or slander
of person

46

044

Shobnum77: only Crooks and bribes came

Ridicule or slander
of person

47

822

Libald: Donald is Savage

Ridicule or slander
of person

48

1032

Wildwomm: RID US ALL OF OVOMIT BULLSHIT, Ridicule or slander
ALL OF HIS AMERICAN HATING AGENDA.

of person

53

APPENDIX 2
The Lexical and Contextual Meaning of Hate Speech Comments used on Donald
Trump‟s Instagram Photos.

No NOD

1

666

Person/Sentence

Lexical Meaning

Contextual Meaning

Adam_el94: You are a fake Common bird that lives on or Noisy person.same like a
president you look like a duck.

near

water.

(Oxford duck just makes a noisy

Learner‟s Pocket Dictionary sound.
p.139).
2

782

Ilivhsarehside:Fuuk off u only Have sex with; (n) act of To show someone who
made America worse.

having sex; and the term very bad person.
fucking (adj,adv) is offensive
swear

word

used

to

emphasize a comment or
angry

remark.

(Oxford

Learner‟s Pocket Dictionary
p.178).
3

1010

Kenster720: you a Buffoon.

Old fashioned someone who Comedian

person

that

does silly amusing things. what his said just a joke.
(Longman

Dictionary

Contemporary

of That the word cannot be

English believed.

p.221).
4

1231

Ni.rayan.76: Tramp is a terrorist Someone who uses violence Dangerous person.
criminal Netanyahu.

such as bombing, shooting
etc

to

obtain

political

demands: we refuse to talk to
terrorist.

(Longman

Dictionary of Contemporary
English p.1894).
5

1358

Hugh.bikes.and.shit

:Lol

you if someone, especially a Abnormal people.

54

gay.

man,

is

gay,

they

are

sexually attracted to people
of the same sex. (Longman
Dictionary of Contemporary
English p.760).
6

1367

Samanthandjpoo : No words for A farm animal with short Very
you pig.

bad

or

unkind

legs, a fat body, and curved person.
tail. Pigs are kept for their
meat. (Longman Dictionary
of

Contemporary

English

p.1367).
7

1413

Planaheadforthebest : Trolling, Person who betrays their Someone who can‟t be
Trump is unfit, liar, traitor, country and friends. (Oxford trusted.
Learner‟s Pocket Dictionary

please step down.

p.472).
8

1713

Linzbelle : Really? After the Suffering from a disease or Someone crazy or do not
eulogy

that

@meghanmccain illness; [n] people who are have a good mind.

gave at her father‟s funeral ill; the sick and wounded
saying “The America of John were allowed to go free.
McCain has no need to be made (Longman

Dictionary

great again because America was Contemporary

of

English

always great”. Even in death you p.1692).
have to disrespect a rival.Youare
a sick man.
9

2047

Dairylea_on_toast:

Woman

who

has

good Means ridiculous person.

@realdonaldtrump you look like manners. (Oxford Learner‟s
an old lady who is wearing her Pocket Dictionary p.246).
dead husband clothes.
10

2053

Nottjherman:

He

looks

like Wastematerial such as paper, Means

someone

someone who creates illegitimate empty containers and food important or useless.
off spring that may or may not thrown

away.

(Longman

end up on Welfare. What a Dictionary of Contemporary

55

not

human garbage fire he must be.
11

2304

English p.756)

Dixieland1861: Hell yeah Mr. Small horned animal with
President Trump is the goat long
#MAGA.

hair

that

lives

Mean tattler person.

in

mountain areas. ( Oxford
Learnern‟s

Pocket

Dictionary p.190)
12

237

Majid65334: go to hell.

Is the place the souls of bad Means go away of the
people are believed to be country.
punished

after

death,

especially in the Christian
and

Muslim

(Longman

religions.

Dictionary

Contemporary

of

English

p.859)
13

008

Black_ops967: Trump is evil also Force that causes wicked Refers to someone that is
he hacked the votes.

things to happen, very bad or terrible person.
harmful

thing.

(Oxford

Learner‟s Pocket Dictionary
p.152)
14

126

Mcmillionaire_I : love how he Not genuine, made to look Means deceiverwhat he
talks about fake news. Then like, Object a work of art said was not true.
writes this!

made to appear genuine,
person who pretends to be
what they are not in order to
deceive. (Oxford Learner‟s
Pocket Dictionary p.159).

15

351

N_ro40: you‟re such a Cyst.

Swelling or lump filled with Someone

you

liquid in the body or under approach.
the skin. (Oxford Learner‟s
Pocket Dictionary p.111)
16

408

Aeng2099: condom, you‟re lying Rubber covering worn by a Disgusting person.

56

can‟t

and you will be impeachment.

man on his penis during sex,
as a contraceptive. (Oxford
Learner‟s Pocket Dictionary
p.88)

17

418

Ali.saad1223: what kind of nasty Living creature that can feel Has no sense. Behaving
animal you are trump.

and move. (Oxford Learner‟s likes an animal but more
Pocket Dictionary p.14)

18

502

low.

Emma_edar :Doyou think you‟re Someone who believes that who are no better or
better than a black person? people of their own race are inferior to black people.
You‟re a racist.

better than others, and who
treats people from

other

races unfairly and sometimes
violently.

(Longman

Dictionary of Contemporary
English P.1490)
19

619

Trevdogg69 : MAGA, MORONS Informal not polite a very Stupid person. Who will
ARE GOVERNING AMERICA

offensive word for someone pretend America.
who you think is very stupid.
(Longman

Dictionary

Contemporary

of

English

p.1186)
20

623

Sam_glick27: You‟re a beast Large or dangerous animal. Type of dangerous people
DONALD.

(Oxford

Learner‟s

Pocket so we have to be careful

Dictionary p.33)
21

632

Vichislyayu_idiotov

of them.

A stupid person or someone Means cheat person

:Looooldoeshe competing with who has done something
him? Probably he wins of being stupid. (Longman Dictionary
most foolish one!

of

Contemporary

English

p.709)
22

688

Gungordu4886: The clown from Performer in a circus who Someone
united states of America.

very

does silly things to make embarrassing.
people

laugh.

(Oxford

57

Learner‟s Pocket Dictionary.
p.78)
23

718

Su.nny1661: Don‟t believe the A stupid person or someone Someone who can‟t do
fake news! You‟re an idiot trump who has done something the right thing.
and Americans don‟t believe stupid. (Longman Dictionary
anything that spews out of your of
mouth!

24

837

Contemporary

English

p.911)

Natty.nat.nat.nat: YES TRUMP Literary to kill someone. Means
SLAY.

(Longman

Dictionary

Contemporary

adversity

to

of everyone.

English

p.1717)
25

990

ryanlev14 : Trump is dumb as Informal stupid. (Longman Has the same nature as
hell

Dictionary of Contemporary devil.
English p.552)

26

1055

Allmypasswordsare1234:

You The

crime

of

deceiving Someone

who

has

a

are delusional. Obama was a real people in order to gain dishonest nature.
man. You‟re a fraud.

something such as money or
goods. (Longman Dictionary
of

Contemporary

English

p.728)
27

1094

Santy_guitar_bass: U Stupid, but, Showing

a

lack

of Someone stupid.

is really fun watch the fake intelligence or good sense.
president.

(Oxford

Learner‟s

Dictionary p.442)
28

1422

Kamil_bisbis : You‟re a disgrace Loss

of

to America, America was great, respect
not anymore.

other
because

people‟s In
of

appropriate or not

bad feasible person.

behavior. (Oxford Learner‟s
Pocket Dictionary p.127).

29

1890

Chloefawcettx: No one likes you, Round thick skinned juicy Has a different skin color.
you stupid fat orange man.

reddish yellow fruit. (Oxford Looks like red to orange
Learner‟s

Pocket like some orange fruit.

Dictionary.p.307).

58

30

2218

Shamsmalik004: God is best An Africa animal similar to a Someone
protector….Trump

is

Just

Buffalo in this World.

who

has

a large cow withlong curved nothing.
horns. (Longman Dictionary
of Contemporary English p.
221).

31

2248

Suzannebradley:Hahahahaha
think you are a lunatic!

I Person
things

who

does

those

are

dangerous.

crazy Have not normal mind.
often
(Oxford

Learner‟s Pocket Dictionary
p.263)
32

2336

Ijsid: We don‟t hate Trump Informal completely stupid Satire form in the form of
because we know he is insane!

or crazy, often in a way that ridicule.
is

dangerous.

(Longman

Dictionary of Contemporary
English p.951).
33

2442

Ethanmjones11: Damn straight Informal not polite used to Means
Donald Trump.

damnation.

emphasize a statement; used Annoyance.
when you are extremely
angry

or

someone
(Longman

annoyed
or

something.

Dictionary

Contemporary

with

of

English

p.445)
34

2618

Axel.lptr : You are a s**t.

Interjection not polite used to Someone is not important
express anger, annoyance, or useless also.
fear,

or

(Longman

disappointment.
Dictionary

Contemporary

of

English

p.1675)
35

064

Squallval1020 : come on big guy A female dog, informal an Means a loser. Loser
stop with the name: you are the insulting word for a woman person.
most powerful man of the free that you dislike or think is

59

world have a little class I know unpleasant.

(Longman

how you feel with this Biatch but Dictionary of Contemporary

36

077

be classy about it come on!!!

English p.165)

Patricklally9: Amazing Doggies.

A common animal with four The term dog in the
legs, fur, and a tail; dogs are sentence

above

means

kept as pets or trained to refers to someone that is
guard places, and find drug. of very poor quality.
(Longman

Dictionary

Contemporary

of

English

P.524).
37

166

Tika_and_bentley : Wages are A small creature like a worm Nothing
stagnant you Orange maggot.

but

a

small

that is the young form of a person.
fly and lives in decaying
food. (Longman Dictionary
of

Contemporary

English

p.1099).
38

086

Gumilang_elzada:

You

more like a donkey.

don‟t Animal like a small horse, Stupid person.
but with longer ears. (Oxford
Learner‟s Pocket Dictionary
p.133)

39

176

Heavyweight62:

yourrobbing Steal money or property Means threat or misery

America.

from a person or place. person.
(Oxford

Learner‟s

Pocket

Dictionary p.382)
40

624

Xocein6: Like if you‟re not a A person who has raped Means
RAPIST.

someone.(Longman

destroyed

or

damaged person.

Dictionary of Contemporary
English p.1499)
41

507

Amit_tandon0411:

No

Donald dump! No MAS!

more Get rid of sth unwanted Means someone that has
(Oxford

Learner‟s

Pocket not been.

Dictionary p.139).

60

42

015

Adewunmi4u: if you are not Of or concering crime or the Someone

who

is

deception

or

criminal why would you come laws that deal with. (Oxford impersonated.
Learner‟s Pocket Dictionary

illegal?

p.105).
43

023

Michelle_tree: don the Con at it To get money from someone Someone
again.

by

deceiving

(Longman

them. skits.

Dictionary

Contemporary

of

English

p.423)
44

044

Shobnum77: only Crooks and A
bribes came.

dishonest

person

criminal.

or He doesn‟t want to come.

(Longman Only the supporter trump

Dictionary of Contemporary will came.
English p.425).
45

822

Libald: Donald is a savage.

Fierce and violent: a animal. Very bad person. The
(Oxford

Learner‟s

Pocket attitude like an animal.

Dictionary p.391).
46

1032

Wildmomm: RID US ALL OF Something that is stupid and Cannot be trusted.
OVOMIT BULLSHIT, ALL OF completely untrue.(Longman
HIS

AMERICAN

AGENDA.
47

003

HATING Dictionary of Contemporary
English p.224).

Jfrogers777: nice tray tan you Person
failed puppet.

or

group

whose Means

controlled

by

actions are controlled by someone.
another. (Oxford Learner‟s
Pocket Dictionary p.284).

48

507

Quuenkrupa: put yourself in a Cruel or evil person; animal Someone
cage,you monster!

who

or thing that is large and dangerous.
ugly.

(Oxford

Learner‟s

Pocket Dictionary p.284).
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very

APPENDIX 3
The Effect of Hate SpeechCommentson Donald Trump Instagram Photos.

No

NOD

1

581

Person and Sentence

Responds of Hearer

The Reaction of Hearer

Be.nyamin5525 : Fouck you Freyaameliecookie: spelt wrong Based how the hearer
trump

but with good intentions lol.

regards the speech in the
content

of

the

speech

itself. As derogatory or
insulting.
2

1129

Lilcriss_GAYYYYY

Lizbashor: and your point is??

Based how the hearer
regards the speech in the
content

of

the

speech

itself. As derogatory or
insulting.
3

1132

_intensification:#youraidiot

Drew.johnson54: you‟re

Based how the hearer
regards the speech in the
content

of

the

speech

itself. As derogatory or
insulting.
4

1406

Carol.0916: it will be great Lizbashor: why don‟t u leave?

Based how the hearer

when you leave!

regards the speech in the
content

of

the

speech

itself. As derogatory or
insulting.
5

2169

Rofiya_m : the cruel man John_holder232: what? How Based how the hearer
death to you, the second Adolf many people has trump killed? regards the speech in the
Hitler.

0 yeah there is no reason for content

of

the

speech

you trump to be killed or itself. As derogatory or
locked up.

insulting.
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6

2176

Amywhite00019: trump has Hm_lemme_think: seems like Based how the hearer
no respect what so ever, so you don‟t either..sad.

regards the speech in the

sad

content

of

the

speech

itself. As derogatory or
insulting.
7

538

Jose_a_espinoza:

you

will Keilyvilchezpsy: he already is Based how the hearer

never be a better man or a loll

regards the speech in the

better precident than obama.

content

of

the

speech

itself. As derogatory or
insulting.
8

547

G_conley : fake news trump Official_guyfieri:

nice

try Based how the hearer

spreads more fake newsthen puppy I think ur wrong there regards the speech in the
any other well known figure pal

content

of

the

speech

in the past year

itself. As derogatory or
insulting.

9

612

Drunk_off_oblivion:

Obama Davidkelley82:

fitting Based how the hearer

is still better than you and username.

regards the speech in the

your farce of a presidency:

content

of

the

speech

itself. As derogatory or
insulting.
10

666

_bur4kk: Obama is better Southafricanfarmerssarmy: not Based how the hearer
president.

gonna trust the word of a regards the speech in the
commie.

content

of

the

speech

itself. As derogatory or
insulting.
11

780

Mnelson0902: this is such BS. jj.a.k.o.bb: source?

Based how the hearer

He is at 39%. Such FAKE Ossining_girl: you wish.

regards the speech in the

information here.

content

of

the

speech

itself. As derogatory or
insulting.
12

797

Daneal_senderovich:

it‟s jj.a.k.o.bb: its depressing that Based how the hearer

depressing that he has to no matter what he does liberals regards the speech in the

63

compare himself to Obama to will still turn it into the most content
validate himself lol.

horrible thing to ever happen.

of

the

speech

itself. As derogatory or
insulting.

13

863

n.kunkel01: f*ck trump love M4r_s: well, it was Obama who Based how the hearer
Obama.

nearly doubled the natl. debt

regards the speech in the
content

of

the

speech

itself. As derogatory or
insulting.
14

888

Guumboom: damn at least Sothafricanfarmerssarmy: more Based how the hearer
Obama‟s not gonna get us mass
killed.

shootings

in

his regards the speech in the

presidency than any others.

content

of

the

speech

itself. As derogatory or
insulting.
15

881

Alex_bellowa: chump is pure Izzy_xyz: who are you talking Based how the hearer
garbage.

about you just to clarify.

regards the speech in the
content

of

the

speech

itself. As derogatory or
insulting.
16

1071

Whammystick:
FAKE

NEWS!

HAHA… Proud_mammaw1965:
He

is

a obviously

your

not

Based how the hearer
paying regards the speech in the

habitual liar and egocentric attention to what he has made content
moron..only

other

of

the

speech

morons for the better since in office. I itself. As derogatory or

would believe anything he have seen these numbers in a insulting.
puts out there. PS Iam a very long time.
CONSERVATIVE so don‟t
even!
17

1175

Kmditlev: not WE, just 51% Magamoom45: we, the people Based how the hearer
of people who approve.

who voted for him… We love regards the speech in the
and support him… he‟s the best content
President ever!!

of

the

speech

itself. As derogatory or
insulting.

64

18

1278

Chloefawcettx: no one likes Jcar32: how rude

Based how the hearer

you you stupid fat orange man

regards the speech in the
content

of

the

speech

itself. As derogatory or
insulting.
19

1309

Damndatdan: fake af.

Americanita: yes indeed you Based how the hearer
are.

regards the speech in the
content

of

the

speech

itself. As derogatory or
insulting.
20

1387

Chr.boy: Fake that it‟s Not Crushin_it: lol just because you Based how the hearer
don‟t like it, doesn‟t make it regards the speech in the

right

fake.

content

of

the

speech

itself. As derogatory or
insulting.
21

1463

Camoj3da:
hahahahahaha…clown

Crushin_it:

No,

just Based how the hearer

in commander in chief. Nice try regards the speech in the

chief!!!

though.

content

of

the

speech

itself. As derogatory or
insulting.
22

1523

Erfwn.nj: Trump, stop your Ashguiller: close your mouth Based how the hearer
fake democracy in USA you Iranian terrorist

regards the speech in the

are child killer in Syria stop

content

your bad role

itself. As derogatory or

of

the

speech

insulting.
23

24

605

937

Heauslay: so like, 51% of Jaggerb: of Americans, genius.

Based how the hearer

your own voters support you?

regards

That‟s not good sis. you

question. As detestable,

should hire

repugnant or despicable.

the

speech

in

Coach_s45d64: No thanks, I Lizbashor: and where has your Based how the hearer
don‟t know where that thumb thumb been?

regards

has been.

question. As detestable,

the

65

speech

in

repugnant or despicable.
25

2302

Tcole.official So why are u Cody_kirkpatrick: because half Based how the hearer
president again?

the country voted for him..

regards

the

speech

in

question. As detestable,
repugnant or despicable.
26

331

Naluboi808_: Wtf? Obama is Antoniomedina:

51%

of Based how the hearer

way better then you trump, America disagrees.

regards

the

speech

in

you aint a good pres.

question. As detestable,
repugnant or despicable.

27

816

Nxutica:

IMPEACH

HIM jj.a.j.k.o.bb: no u

Based how the hearer

PLEASE.

regards

the

speech

in

question. As detestable,
repugnant or despicable.
28

834

Priscilaxaa:

weird

because Knightkjv: loll what a mindless Based how the hearer

53% disapprove of you. I zombie you are. If the teacher regards
searched it up.

says its fact its fact huh?

the

speech

in

question. As detestable,
repugnant or despicable.

29

903

Nick.tellier: kids are ashamed Ya_boieric:

Obama

did Based how the hearer

to call you their president. nothing, what‟s your point I‟m regards

the

speech

in

You will never come close to 15 and I‟m proud don‟t be a question. As detestable,
what Obama did for our generalizing person.

repugnant or despicable.

country.
30

950

Perezjakeyy: who‟s president? Killdevilxo: do you not live in Based how the hearer
not mine

the US?

regards

the

speech

in

Nicecisco: if you live in the question. As detestable,
United

States,

he

is

your repugnant or despicable.

president bud.
31

1044

Youngkingslifestyle:

you‟re _nick2001: getting impeached? Based how the hearer

getting impeached so these On what basis? What law did regards
fake

poll

numbers

matter anyway

the

speech

in

don‟t he break, or what did he do that question. As detestable,
would warrant

him

getting repugnant or despicable.

66

impeached?
32

1305

Paten.allan: did araussia also Americanita_no I‟m sure your Based how the hearer
f*** with these stats too?

dad did.

regards

the

speech

in

question. As detestable,
repugnant or despicable.
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